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WEATHER ALERT
Snow moving in...forecast remains on track... A band of moderate snow is overspreading the area. This snow lasts about an
hour, drops a quick 0.5-1.0" (on all surfaces given the cold temperatures) and then we get into a brief lull mid-afternoon. This lull
does not last long, as the next push of steady moderate precipitation arrives 4 - 5 PM. This will mostly be a dense, wet snow
though may also mix with sleet at times. Regardless of the exact precipitation type, this will re-cover surfaces in a fairly dense
accumulation, with another 1.5 - 3.0" of accumulation expected from this second wave (for a storm total of 2 - 4"). Precipitation
tapers off or changes to rain between 8 - 10 PM (leaning closer to 10 than 8). Sprinkles (or perhaps a brief mixed shower) can
linger through the overnight. Temperatures will slowly warm above freezing this evening, and overnight likely peak at 35 - 40.

OVERVIEW
Start Time End Time Total Snow/Sleet Confidence

Ongoing

Saturday 
8:00 PM - 10:00 PM 

(Leaning Late)  

Ends or just to plain
rain

2.0 - 4.0" 
Snow/Sleet

1.0 - 2.0" 20%

2.0 - 4.0" 55%
4.0 - 6.0" 25%

 

HAZARDS
Hazard Threat Description

Ice Minimal Watch for some patchy ice in the evening before temperatures eventually climb above
freezing (mainly towards 287).

Snowfall Rate Moderate Initial wave of snow is briefly moderate...another push of moderate snow (possibly
mixed with sleet) expected this evening 4-9 PM.

 

FORECAST

Saturday

Steady, moderate snow through 2-3 PM...after a brief easing, steadier snow (perhaps mixed with sleet)
returns towards 4 - 5 PM and continues into the evening.
1.0 - 2.5" of Snow
Temps rise thru 20s, 30 - 33 late | Winds become S-SE 5 - 10 mph

Sat Night

Steady wet snow / sleet mix tapers off and changes to rain 8 - 10 PM. A few light / intermittent rain or
mixed showers can linger overnight.
1.0 - 1.5" of Snow/Sleet  (Additional; Storm Total 2 - 4")
Temps rise to 35 - 40 overnight | SE shift SW winds 5 - 15 mph, gusts to 20 mph

Sunday Intervals of clouds & sun. Windy, with a sprinkle or flurry in the morning...only flurries by afternoon.
Temps settle into the mid or upper 30s | West wind 12 - 25 mph, gusts 30 - 35 mph

Sun Night Some flurries possible before 2 AM, otherwise variably cloudy, cold & becoming less breezy.
Low near 20 (Wind chill 5 - 10) | NW Wind 10 - 20 mph, gusts to 30 mph

Monday Partly to mostly sunny. Cold.
High near 30

Forecaster: James Sullivan Next Update: As Necessary

908-850-8600 | https://weatherworksinc.com/forecast_guide.pdf
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